CROSSWORD - ONE-HIT WONDERS
17. 1994: The song “I’ll be _____ 		
___ ___” by The Rembrandts
rose in popularity thanks to 		
Friends
21. 1997: This Chumbawamba 		
tune is often mistakenly called
“I get knocked down”
23. 2000: The Baha Men really 		
wanted to know the answer 		
to this question, but never 		
asked about the cats
25. Armageddon
27. Place for a pin or name tag
29. Error
30. 1997: The Verve sang “I’m
a million different people from
one day to the next” in their hit
“___________ Symphony”
31. Field of Dreams setting
32. Attempt
33. Pikachu is one of the best
known of these

ACROSS

3.
Clue or Trival Pursuit
7. 2006: Gnarls Barkley song 		
with lyrics “Yeah I was out of
touch, but it wasn’t because
I didn’t know enough. I just 		
knew too much.”
8. Meadow
9. Sometimes confused with e.g.
10. 1999: Lou Bega’s “_____ No.
5” features Monica, Erica, 		
Rita, Jessica and many more
12. V fliers
13. 1997: Natalie Imbruglia sang
“I’m all out of faith, this is how
I feel” in her hit
14. 1996: This Spanish Los del 		
Rio song created a dance 		
craze, particularly popular at
weddings
16. 500 sheets of paper
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2.

DOWN

High card
2012: PSY of South Korea 		
had everyone dancing along to
“______ _____” 		
3. When you can sing all of the
lyrics to these one-hit 		
wonders, you know them __
_____
4. Firm pasta is cooked this
5. Beta follower
6. 2005: Daniel Powter sang 		
“Cuz you had a ___ ___, you’re
taking one down” (2 words)
8. 1993: Haddaway asked “What
is ____”, made popular by the
Roxbury skits on SNL
9. ________ With a Vampire
11. End goal of business school
15. 1996: Semisonic song that 		
told us “You don’t have to go
home, but you can’t stay here”
18. 1994: Ini Kamoze sang “I know
what Bo don’t know” in “Here
comes the __________”
19. Blush
20. 2011: Gotye sang about what
can happen after a
relationship ends in 			
“Somebody that I ____ __ 		
____”
22. Pac-Man’s foes
24. Barbarian
25. Center fielder on a scorecard
26. A house elf and friend to Harry
Potter
27. Espresso drink
28. Catch, in a way
31. Not out

